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ADDITIONAL NEW INFORMATION FOR 2020
TRANSITION AREA - due to unforeseen circumstances this year we have had to change the 
transition area location quite late in the planning of this event.  Unfortunately we cannot use 
the Rangiora Racecourse this year (and maybe in future years too) so have identified an area 
on the track that is the most suitable alternative.  It is not perfect and there are some things 
you will need to be aware of...

• Good footwear required - there is low-growth gorse and blackberry in areas of the 
transition area that we will attempt to get rid of, however we would still recommend 
everyone wears good shoes in the transition area at all times.  We are working with ECAN 
to get this area cleaned up and flattened a bit but even with this work it will likely be a bit 
rough and wild.

• Shelters - the transition area is very stoney as it is right on the river’s edge, so pegging 
your gazebo or shelter down may be difficult.  We suggest bringing in an alternative 
means of holding your gazebo down, such as bottles of water, bricks, weights etc. 

• Parking in transition area - we will create as many sites as possible large enough to fit 
a vehicle and shelter, however due to the odd shape of the transition area these sites may 
also be a less than square and some compromise with neighbours may be required.  It 
may help if teams are able to share sites where possible.  Be aware that the ground may 
also be quite bumpy when bringing in your vehicle or caravan.

• No Fires - unless there is significant rainfall before the event there will be a complete 
ban on fires which includes BBQs if that is what you were planning to cook some lunch.

• Water on Tap - without running water on site we have hired a tanker to provide potable 
drinking water in the transition area.  We would still recommend teams bring some 
additional drinking water with them to reduce the burden.

• Toilets - the only toilet facilities will be via portaloos which will be located at various 
points around the transition area

COMPETITOR PARKING - only ONE vehicle per team will be able to go into the transition 
area, and once there it will not be able to leave till after the race.

ALL OTHER COMPETITORS will be able to park their vehicles in a nearby clearing and walk 
their bikes and equipment through to the main transition area.  BE AWARE this secondary car 
park is inside the track so will be closed between 9:45am and 4pm and you will not be able 
to remove your car from this area except in an extreme emergency.  Any other supporters 
or  team members who will need to leave the area by car during race time they should park 
outside the track area along the stop bank, access roads or along River Road or West Belt.
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